Methods University – Post-Course Student Evaluations
Kirksey, Causal Inference

Total number of students: 10
How would you rate your overall experience in your course?
4.6/5.0
The course and subject matter were well organized.
5.0/5.0
The instructor communicated effectively.
4.8/5.0
The instructional approaches used were appropriate to the course.
4.8/5.0
The instructor seemed enthusiastic about teaching.
5.0/5.0
I was provided with adequate orientation and guidance for proceeding with lab activities.
4.4/5.0
Lab activities helped me better understand how to apply content learned in lectures.
4.6/5.0
What feedback would you pass on to your instructor to prepare for teaching the course again
next year?
•
•

Nothing, he was great!
Everything was extremely well organized and clear. Jacob did try a couple of approaches
with the lab material, but I think we managed to sort out the kinks after a couple of
different approaches.

What were some of your highlights of Methods U?
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•
•
•
•
•

Jacob was great, lunch was awesome
going through multiple examples really helped
Learning how to evaluate y new data in a more effective way
Learning how to use Stata, learning different methodologies for how to really get at
causality
The intensity of the course was really great and immersive. Someone referred to it as a
"working retreat" at the start of the week, and that is exactly how it felt. What I enjoyed
best was being able to stick my hand up and say I needed more clarification or examples
before we moved forward. I haven't had the chance to do that in my Econ courses as I'm
newer to Metrics compared to those in the class. Jacob also did a great job of checking
in to make sure everyone was on the same page.

How can we improve Methods U?
• More swag, make t-shirts
• coffee in the morning :)
• Maybe make it over a period of a couple days as opposed to two full 8 hour days
• Coffee on the second day of the workshop! If I was in charge of the food budget, I would
focus on providing coffee, breakfast and snacks (ideally a few more healthy options) on
both days, rather than having a catered lunch.
Please take time to leave any other general feedback you have for the Methods U team.
• thanks for such as great workshop! I feel bad I didn't go to the happy hour--it was just
too much for one day.
• I wanted to again extend my heartfelt thanks to Jacob for doing such a fantastic job. His
approach was very accessible and welcoming.

